
Since becoming medical director of the University of Minnesota Ataxia Center last spring, Khalaf

Bushara, M.D., has been motivated by two things: his vision for the future and the positive feedback

from patients and their referring doctors.

“It’s encouraging to know that we are headed in the right direction—that our efforts are making 

a difference in our patients’ lives,” says Bushara.

For more than fifteen years, the Ataxia Center has been providing specialized care for patients with

ataxia and diseases of the cerebellum. Under Bushara’s direction, the center aims to expand its services,

while educating physicians and patients about ataxia and conducting research related to the disease.

On all fronts, Bushara and his team are making notable progress.

A growing team
The Ataxia Center is a “one-stop shop”

for diagnosis, treatment, and management

of ataxia. After a neurologist or other

health-care provider refers a patient to 

the center, Bushara evaluates him or her 

to rule out any other underlying treatable

conditions. Then, with nurse coordinator

Char Martins, R.N., B.S.N., Bushara talks

with the person about family history. In

many cases, Matt Bower, M.Sc., the clinic’s

genetic counselor, is asked to help map 

out family history with the person, and 

he or she may opt to undergo genetic

testing. If it appears that family history

isn’t a factor in the person’s ataxia, the 

team keeps searching for answers.
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The Ataxia Center’s team offers specialized care for patients.
From left are medical director Khalaf Bushara, M.D., nurse
coordinator Char Martins, R.N., B.S.N., genetic counselor Matt
Bower, M.Sc., and physical therapist Alecia Nickell, P.T., M.Sc.
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“To me, it’s really important to learn as much

as you can about each individual,” Bushara says.

“In several cases, that additional investigation

has led to the discovery of a potentially treatable

cause of ataxia or the discovery of a new family

with ataxia in which the gene was unknown.

Indeed, the University of Minnesota has an

impressive history of describing new genes

involved with ataxia.”

Once Bushara and his team determine 

the type of ataxia a person has, they develop

treatment strategies and start physical therapy.

This year, thanks to the financial support of

the Bob Allison Ataxia Research Center (BAARC),

physical therapist Alecia Nickell, P.T., M.Sc.,

joined the center’s team. Like the rest of the

staff, Nickell works at the clinic one day per

week—allowing patients to have their physical

therapy evaluations on the same day as their

initial assessment and clinical evaluation.

(Re)searching for answers
Bushara’s quest to provide comprehensive

services to Ataxia Center patients has led to a

multidisciplinary direction in care. In addition to

a genetic counselor and physical therapist, an

ataxia care team also may include psychologists,

psychiatrists, cardiologists, ophthalmologists,

urologists, and orthopaedic surgeons.

These collaborations have expanded into the

research arena, as well. For example, Bushara is

currently working with radiology neuroimaging

scientists to explore how magnetic resonance

imaging techniques can help physicians diagnose

ataxia earlier or better monitor its progression.

In addition, the Ataxia Center is working with

the University of Minnesota Medical School’s

physical therapy program to explore how novel

exercises designed to increase eye-foot coordin-

ation can help with the coordination difficulties

that people with ataxia encounter.

Boosting awareness
Both Martins and Bushara are pleased with the

Ataxia Center’s role in raising awareness of ataxia.

They’ve recently compiled a comprehensive

booklet on ataxia and launched a Web site (see

below) to introduce the center to the community.

“It feels good to know that when our patients

have many, many more questions than I can

answer in one sitting or phone call, I have tools

I can recommend to them that will help them

learn more about their condition,” says Martins.

To Bushara, improving awareness of the

disease must also involve recruiting a new

generation of physicians to care for patients and

search for treatments. For that reason, he is

working to increase the number of neurology

residents who rotate through the Ataxia Center.

“Ultimately, by increasing awareness in our

future neurologists, we will bring greater aware-

ness to patients and other members of the

medical community,” Bushara says.

Ataxia Center continued from cover

Char Martins, R.N.,
B.S.N. (foreground),
and Alecia Nickell, P.T.,
M.Sc., review a
patient’s chart.

Learn more about the Ataxia Center on the Web

Experts at the University of Minnesota Ataxia Center provide specialized

evaluation, testing, and therapies for people with cerebellar ataxia. The genetic

counselors and ataxia specialists here help patients with ataxia learn more

about their condition and how to manage it.

The center also provides medical treatment and physical therapy, including

therapy for gait imbalance and other difficulties with coordination.

To learn more, visit the Ataxia Center’s Web site at www.ataxiacenter.umn.edu. 
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When Jim Schindler passed away last year, he

left more than $1 million in his estate to the Bob

Allison Ataxia Research Center at the University of

Minnesota in memory of his old friend.

Schindler and Allison played minor league base-

ball together in the 1950s. They remained friends

off the field for decades after that.

Schindler directed the money in his estate

toward the creation of an endowed chair, which 

will be used to attract or keep top-notch ataxia

researchers at the University. Thanks to Schindler’s

generosity, funding for the position—called the James

Schindler and Bob Allison Ataxia Chair in Translational

Research—is now at about $1.3 million. But $2 million

is needed to realize the chair’s full potential.

Translational research, the process of turning

breakthroughs in the lab into new treatments for

patients, is crucial to scientific progress, says

ataxia researcher Harry T. Orr, Ph.D.

“Having an endowed chair in this area at the

University will ensure that translational research 

is fostered here and that Minnesota remains at

the forefront of finding a cure for ataxia,” Orr 

says. “The sooner we get this done, the sooner 

we have something of use for patients.”

If you are interested in contributing to the 

James Schindler and Bob Allison Ataxia Chair in

Translational Research, you can give online at

www.mmf.umn.edu/ataxia or send a check to 

the address at right.

Additional funding needed for chair in ataxia research

Checks made out to 

the Minnesota Medical

Foundation, with Fund

#1050 in the memo

line, may be sent to:

Bob Allison Ataxia  

Research Center

Minnesota Medical

Foundation

200 Oak Street SE

Suite 300

Minneapolis, MN 55455

Thank you to those who
sponsored this year’s
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Presenting sponsors
Coca-Cola
Old Dutch Foods
Cub Foods

Hall of Fame
Fortune Financial
Minnesota Twins

Grand Slam
Luther Automobile   

Dealerships

Grand Slam 
vendor partners
Hormel Foods
Kemps

Media partner
am1500KSTP

Baseball stars and ataxia supporters mingled

at the second annual Diamond Awards, held on

January 25, 2007. The event—which included 

a reception, silent auction, dinner, and awards

ceremony—drew 620 attendees and raised

$291,000 in net proceeds for the Bob Allison

Ataxia Research Center. Recently retired Minnesota

Twins pitcher Brad Radke received this year’s

Bob Allison Award, given to the Twins player

who exhibits the most determination, hustle,

tenacity, competitive spirit, and leadership.

Twins pitchers Brad Radke (foreground) and 
Matt Garza signed baseballs for fans at the event’s
VIP reception.

6th annual Karen’s Hope Ataxia Benefit

Monday, June 18, 2007

Oak Marsh Golf Course, Oakdale

www.karens-hope.org

10th annual Bob Allison 

Ataxia Golf Classic

Tuesday, August 21, 2007

Owatonna Golf Club, Owatonna

Mark your calendars for these summer golf events,
which benefit the Bob Allison Ataxia Research Center: For more

information, contact 
Shannon Birge Laudon 

at 612-626-3186 or
s.birge@mmf.umn.edu.

Diamond Awards: A home run for ataxia research
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For more than a decade, Harry T. Orr, Ph.D., has

been studying how a mutant ataxia-causing gene

damages the nervous system. Over the years, he

and his team developed an inkling: that the severity

of spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (SCA-1)—a heredi-

tary, ultimately fatal neurodegenerative disease

associated with loss of coordination—was affected

by how well the cerebellum develops after birth.

Today, Orr and his team have the data to back

their hunch.

Using what he calls a “genetic trick” to turn 

the SCA-1 gene on and off in mice, Orr and his

colleagues designed a novel research study. In one

group of mice, they deactivated the gene for the

first two weeks of life. In the other group, they kept

the gene activated throughout the duration of the

mice’s development.

After 12 weeks, researchers evaluated the mice

and found that the group that had the gene turned

on had significantly greater difficulties standing

and walking compared with the group that had it

turned off. Further studies told the research team

that the cerebellum was not developing appropri-

ately in the mice that had an active SCA-1 gene. 

The research was published in the November

17, 2006, issue of the journal Cell.

Orr, director of the University’s Institute of

Human Genetics and professor in the Department

of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, has learned

through other studies that if expression of the

gene is reduced early on in SCA-1 development,

brain cells can repair themselves. As a next step,

Orr is studying what interactions take place

between the mutant SCA-1 gene and brain cells

during development. While he says that linking

this research to human therapies for ataxia is far

removed, he is confident that the studies are

critical for one day identifying effective therapies

for ataxia patients. 

“If a treatment were developed, our research

suggests that administering it during brain

development could be beneficial, but we have 

a lot of ground to cover before we can do that

successfully and safely,” Orr says.
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Study links genetic form of ataxia to early 
brain development

Harry T. Orr, Ph.D.

 


